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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3-61 we considered the uniqueness of an analytic solution w = u + iw 
to the nonlinear boundary problem 
Au = u,, + uyy = 0 in S, f$ = f (u, 0, s) on &S, U-1) 
where S is a simply connected region bounded by a simple smooth closed 
curve W along which s denotes the arc length and au/an denotes the external 
normal derivative of u on as. 
In as much as u and w satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, we can 
rewrite (1.1) in the form 
in S, g = f(u, 0, s) on as, (1.2) 
and hence we are led to consider the uniqueness of a solution pair [u, V] to 
the following generalized system 
au -,~aU+&?!! 
ay ax ay 
av in S, 
aX' 
-Bau-Cau 
ax ay 1 
g =f(u, 0, S) on as, 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
+ The research of the second author was supported in part by National Science 
Foundation Grant GP-07422. 
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or of the problem 
Lu = (Au,), + (WJY + (B& + (Cu,>, = 0 in & 
f$ = f (u, v, s) 
(1.5) 
on CL!?, 
obtained by eliminating v from (1.3). Here, au/% denotes the conormal 
derivative of u with respect to the operator L: 
au 
- = v, + vpuy , av 
where 
v1 = An, + Bn, , v2 = Bn, + Cn, , 
7t(x, y) = (n&c, y), B~(x, y)) being the external unit normal vector at a point 
(x, y) on &S, and A, B, C are single-valued continuously differentiable func- 
tions of x, y, u which satisfy the ellipticity condition B2 - AC < 0 in S. 
(Without loss of generality, we may assume A > 0 in S). The functions u, o 
are assumed continuously differentiable in S + 8s and twice continuously 
differentiable in S. 
2. THE BASIC INTEGRAL IDENTITY 
Suppose [ur , VJ and [u2 , w2] are two solutions of (1.5). A straightforward 
application of Gauss’ theorem together with (1.3) verifies the formal integral 
identity 
I ( as~ f2s-f+- ds= 1 s 0 ds, s (2-l) 
where 
8 = @I’ + 2bdd2 + ~~22 + Wp2ql + 2d2plq2 + hp,q, 
+ h&s?2 + a2q12 + 2b2qlq2 + c2q22, 
is a quadratic form in pi = &,/ax, qi = &Jay, (i = 1, 2), with coefficients 
a1 = Akfa>u, 9 ~1 = - 4(7fJu, > 
261 = Akfz)ur - Aa(Tfi)., + (43, - 4%) [(~fi), + (TfJ,J, 
=2 = Ckf2i)“, 9 c2 = - c2wii)u* 9 
B2 = ‘%f& - Ckf~),, + P2G - W2) Whv, + (Tf&], (2.2) 
24 = Bkfdu, - Bkf& + (A&‘, - W,) [(d& + (TfJv,], 
24 = Bkf& - B2kf,)ul - VW’2 - 4%) [(Tfi),, + (~fa),], 
‘4 = Bkfk, 3 e2 = - B2kf&, , 
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in which the function T = ~(ur , ug , zlr , VJ is at our disposal and 
fl =f&1 I %h fi =f&2. 3 %h 
are either specified in advance arbitrarily, or are related to the boundary 
problem (1.5) by setting 
f  (111 , Vl Y 4 = 4) fh Y %h f  @a 3 % 3 4 = 4) f&h , Q). 
Finally, Ai , Bi , Ci are the coefficients in (1.5) evaluated at [uj , ~~1, (i = 1,2). 
The identity (2.1), which is valid for two solutions [ur , ~~1, [us , vs] of (1.5) 
and for arbitrary functions fi , fi , 7 so long as the integrals actually exist, is the 
source of our uniqueness theorems. 
3. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS FOR THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Setting 
7 = T(U, a), b4 01 = k1 , %I, [u,,%l=[O,O], f1=fz=l, 
in (2.1) we obtain the integral identity 
1 
. 
as 
T(U, w) ; ds = 
s s mu@, 4 (AP2 + 2&q + ‘2) ds, (3-l) 
valid for any solution [u, w] of (1.5) and any continuously differentiable func- 
tion r, from which we can easily deduce some uniqueness theorems. For the 
special case A = C = 1, B = 0, the identity (3.1) is due to Cushing [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. I f  [ , ] u w is a solution of the boundary problem 
au 
Lu=O ins, ,=O onaS, 
then [u, w] is constant, i.e., both u and w are constant. 
By setting 7 = u in (3.1) we see that 
s (Ap2 + 2Bpq + Cq2) dS = 0, s 
and hence p = q = 0 or u = constant since the ellipticity condition 
B2 - AC < 0, A > 0 implies that the quadratic form Ap2 + 2Bqp + Cq2 
is positive definite. The fact that ‘u is constant readily follows from (1.3). 
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THEOREM 3.2. If u is a solution of the ds@rential equation Lu = 0 in S 
and CJ is such that [u, T,J] is a solution pair of (1.3) then 
s as T(W) ; ds = 0, (3.2) 
for any continuously d$j%rentiable function r. 
Note that by setting A = C = 1, B = 0, the differential equation Lu = 0 
becomes Laplace’s equation and that by further setting T = 1 in (3.2) we 
obtain the well known theorem of Gauss [2]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The boundary problem 
Lu = 0 in S, g = G(u, s) f  (u) on as, 
where f(v) and G(u, s) are continuously d@rentiable functions can have no 
non-constant soZution [u, v] such that G(u, s) f 0 on ES. 
Setting 7 = f  (v) in (3.2) yields, for any solution [u, v] of (3.3), 
I as G(u, 4f ‘(4 ds = 0, 
and hence f  (w) 3 0 on &S’ if G(u, s) f 0 on H. This implies au/& = 0 on 
AS, and by Theorem 3.1 the result follows. 
Note that without the requirement G(u, s) f: 0 on W, the result is false. 
Indeed, the harmonic functions 
Arh cos hb, Brh sin he, h = 1, 2,..., L4, B = constants, 
satisfy the boundary condition au/an = hu on the unit circle r = 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. The boundary problem 
Lu = 0 in S, g = h(s) f  (u, V) on as, (3.4) 
where h(s) is a non-negative continuous function and f  (u, v) is a continuously 
differentiable function can have no non-constant solution [u, w] for which 
fu(24, W) < 0 on as. 
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In the identity (3.1) we set r = f(~, w), obtaining for any solution [u, e;] of 
(3.4), 
j h(s) fa(u, v) ds = 1 fU(u, v) (Ap2 + 2Bpq + Cq2) dS, 
as s 
from which we conclude that h(s)f(u, V) = au/au = 0 on aS since under the 
given assumptions the area integral is non-positive while the boundary 
integral is non-negative and consequently both integrals must vanish. Theo- 
rem 3.1 then yields the desired result. 
Our next result shows that for a wide class of problems of the type (3.4), 
no solution exists. Indeed we obtain, by setting T = l/f(u, V) in (3.1), the 
identity 
s, h(s) ds=- s,fm fu(u’ ‘) ( Ap2 + 2Bpq + Cq2) dS, 
which yields immediately the following: 
THEOREM 3.4. If Jas h(s) ds > 0 (< 0), then there exists no solution [u, w] 
to the boundary problem (3.4), 
Lu = 0 in S, g = h(s)f(u, v) on as, 
with fU(u, w) > 0 (< 0) and f(u, u) # 0 on S + as. If Jas h(s) ds = 0, then 
there can only exist such a solution provided fU(u, v) = 0 in S + as, i.e., 
f is a function of er alone. 
The example following Corollary 3.1 shows that the preceding theorem is 
false without the requirement f(u, n) # 0 on S + as. 
Consider now the boundary problem 
Lu = 0 in S, E = G(cp, S) on as, (3.5) 
cp = mu + nv, m, n = constants, 
studied by Dunninger [4, 51 for the special case of Laplace’s equation. 
If in the identity (3.1) we set 7 = F, then for a solution [u, V] of (3.5) we 
have the identity 
.f, ‘s’~(?‘, s, ds = m 1 (Ap2 + 2Bpq + Cq=) dS, s 
and arguing as in Theorem 3.3 we have 
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THEOREM 3.5. If rn > 0 and G(q, ) s is a continuous function satisfying 
pG(y, s) < 0 on aS, then problem (3.5) can have only constant solutions [u, v]. 
A theorem for the case when m < 0 and qG(q~, s) > 0 is obviously possible 
and will not be stated. 
In order to discuss our next result, use of which will be made in Sec. (4, 5), 
we introduce the following: 
DEFINITION 3.1. The function G(v, s) is said to have a “q” zero if 
G(c, s) = 0 for some constant c. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let G(v, s) be a given continuous function, non-increasing 
in p, with a “I$’ zero, say q~ = c. Then the boundary problem (3.5), with m > 0, 
can have only constant solutions [u, v]. 
Setting 7 = q~ - c in (3.1) we obtain 
/, b - 4 WP, 4 do = m I, W + Wa + Cq2) ds. 
Now, G(q, s) is non-increasing in Q which implies (9, - c) G(v,, s) < 0, and 
if m > 0, we find that [u, v] = constant. 
Suppose f(u, v, 4 = G(g(u, 4,s) f or some functions g, G and that [u, v] 
is a solution of the boundary problem 
Lu = 0 in S, $ = G(g(u, v), s) on &S. (3.6) 
Then setting T = g(u, v) in (3. l), we obtain 
j-sg(u, v> ‘Wu, vh 4 ds = j- g&s 4 (Ap2 + 2Bpq + Q2) dS, 
s 
and therefore we have 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose G is a continuous function of 6, s and g(u, v) is a 
continuously dz@rentiable function of u, v. If g,(u, v) < 0 and G([, s) satisfies 
tG(t, s) > 0 on as, then the problem (3.6) can have only constant solutions 
ru, VI. 
To obtain our final result in this direction, we set 7 = u in identity (3.1), 
which then yields for any solution [u, v] of 
Lu = 0 in S, g = f (24, V, S) on as, 
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the identity 
j,, uf(u, v, s) ds = s, (AP* + 2BPq + Cq2) ds. 
This yields 
THEOREM 3.8. 1ff( u, v, s) is a continuous function satisfying uf (u, v, s) < 0 
on as, then the problem (3.7) can have only constant solutions [u, v]. 
4. THE LINEAR EQUATION 
We now restrict ourselves to the following boundary problem 
-Q = (&J, + (Bu,), + (Bu,), + (f&J, = 0 in S, (4.1) 
; = %J, 4 on as, q3 = mu f nv, m, n = constants, (4.2) 
where the coefficients A, B, C are functions of only x and y, satisfying 
B* - AC < 0, A > 0 in S. 
Upon setting T = or - v2 , vi = mu, + nvI , v2 = mu2 + nv, , fi = f3 = 1 
in (2.1) we obtain 
(4.3) 
=m 
I [&I - PJ* + WP, - 1’2) (41 - q2) + Ckz, - 42121 ds, s 
which forms the basis for the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. I f  [ul , vJ, [up , v2] both solve (4.1), (4.2) with m > 0, and if 
G(p s) is a continuous function, non-increasing in q~, with no “q? zeros, then 
u1 - u2 = constant. 
Indeed, from the hypotheses on the boundary conditions it is clear that the 
boundary integral is non-positive. In addition, the ellipticity condition and 
m > 0 imply that the right side of (4.3) . IS non-negative and hence must be 
zero which yields p, - p, = qr - qZ = 0, or ur - u2 = constant. 
Note that without the restriction that G(~J, s) have no “q~” zero the above 
result is superceded by Theorem 3.6. 
It should also be remarked that the above result can be extended to allow, 
on part or all of the boundary, specification of q~ itself instead of au/&; and 
in the case m = 1, n =0 to allow the right side of (4.1) to be non-zero. These 
remarks we leave to the reader, as they are obvious extensions. 
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Setting G(v, s) = h(s) v with h(s) < 0, then it follows that G has a “p” 
zero, namely c = 0 and hence the hypotheses of Theorem 3.6 are satisfied 
and we obtain: 
COROLLARY 4.1. For the boundary problem 
L,u = 0 in S, 2 = h(s) q~ on as, 
fp = mu + nv, m, n = constants, 
where m > 0 and h(s) is a given continuous function satisfying h(s) < 0 on X3, 
the only possible solution is [u, v] = [01, /3] where LY, jl are any constants such 
that ma + n/I = 0. 
If h > 0 then the example following Corollary 3.1 shows that non-constant 
solutions may exist. Moreover, it also shows that the solution need not be 
unique. 
It is interesting to note that in the case m = 1, n = 0 a uniqueness theorem 
of a different nature can be obtained which is independent of the sign of h. 
Whether or not the following result holds for the general case is an open 
question. 
THEOREM 4.2. (Steklov-type problem [lo]). Let h(s) be a given continu- 
ous function on as. If  ue is a solution of the boundary problem 
L,u = 0 in S, g = h(s) u on A!?, 
which does not vanish identically on any open subset of S, then any other solution 
ul for whxh the ratio h = ul/u2 is continuously diflkrentiable in S and continuous 
in S +- X3, is linearly dependent on uz . 
Following Martin [9], we set T = A, fi = ui , f2 = ua in (2.1) and obtain the 
integral identity 
s ( ~uaU1-zcau, as 2 av l av 1 ds 
s 
(4.4) 
= CA(P, - APz)’ + ~B(P, - +J,) (nl - h) + C(q, - &z~)~] dS. 
S 
The theorem is an obvious consequence of (4.4) once we note that 
P, - APP, = uA! , 41 - hq, = “2h, , 
and recall that u does not vanish identically on any open subset of S. 
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The example following Corollary 3.1 shows that the requirements on X 
are essential. 
With G(v, s) = h(s) e @, h(s) < 0, it is clear that Theorem 4.1 applies. The 
restriction k(s) < 0, can be removed but we can claim uniqueness only among 
a restricted set of functions as is illustrated below. 
THEOREM 4.3. If [u 1 , q] and [uB , v2] are both sohtions of the boundary 
problem 
L,u = 0 in S, E = h(s) ew onas, 
v = mu + nv, m, 71 = constants, 
for which (mu1 + nvl) - (mu, + nv,) f 0 in S + as, then u1 - u2 = const. 
The result follows immediately from the following identity, obtained by 
setting 
1 
7= 
pi - ke ’ 
fi = ewl, fi = ewe, 
v1 = mu1 + nvl , q2 = mu2 + nv2 
in (2.1), 
I 
f+ !?!$ - e@l !T!$ 
as eQ1 - em2 ds 
e’l - p2 
z-m 
s (ewl - @a)2 
* MPl - P2J2 + WPI - P2) (41 - !I2) + Ckl - !72121 dS* 
As our final example in this direction we set G(v,, s) = h(s) vp+l, h(s) < 0, 
where p = 1, 2,... . Once again Theorem 3.6 applies if p is an even integer, 
but fails to give any information, as does Theorem 4.1, when p is an odd 
integer. However, by once again restricting the class of admissible functions 
we can remove the restrictions on both h and p as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let h(s) be a given continuous function which does not vanish 
on any open subset of &S. If [ul , VJ is a solution of the boundary problem 
L,u = 0 in S, 
r  
g = h(s) vp+l on as, 
9) = mu + nv, m > 0, m, n = constants, p = 1, 2,... 
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for which vI = muI + nwI # 0 in S + X3 then no other solution [uz , va] 
existsforwhichpl,=mu,+ner,If:OinS+LLSandO<[h~<l,where 
A = Plh - 
Consider the following integral identity 
l+p au1 l+P au, 
s 
9% z -P1 z 
ds as v;+P(l - hP)l+llP 
= 41 + PI J, 91( 1 _““,)*+I,, (4.5) 
* HP1 - hPsJ2 + WA - AP*) (41 - k2) + ck71 - &d”l d& 
obtained by setting 
in (2.1). Suppose a second solution [us , wsJ exists. Then it is clear that the 
identity (4.5) exists and moreover we easily obtain 
Pl - AP, = 0, q1 - Xq, = 0 in S. (4.6) 
From (1.3) and the definition of h we have 
(h” + 47 v-2 = b4Pl - APJ - nMP1 - APJ + Ckzl - x42)11” 
+ b471 - &kJ + euP1 - AP2) + Wq1 - k2Nla, 
which in view of (4.6) implies (h,s + A,s) pas = 0 and therefore h = k = con- 
stant. Consequently, (4.6) yields 
u1 = Ku, + c!, / = constant in S + as. (4.7) 
This implies 
au1 +au2 
av av ' 
v;fP = kpy on AS, 
and hence 
which can hold only if X = f 1 and in either case we have obtained a 
contradiction. 
By referring to [5], it becomes evident that by making some trivial modifi- 
cations, the results obtained there for the boundary problem (1.1), hold for 
the more general boundary problem (4.1), (4.2). In particular attention is 
drawn to [5, Theorem 5.11. 
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5. A SPECIAL QUASI-LINEAR EQUATION 
Consider the following boundary problem 
b& + bd, = 0 in S, (5-l) 
au 
P an = GOP, 4 on 3% g, = mu f nv, m, n = constants, (5.2) 
where 
P = P(% YP II vu II), II vu II = (112 + %/Y2, 
and where we have replaced the conormal derivative by ,@u/an). 
In general (5.1) is a nonlinear equation. However, many equations of 
mathematical physics which have the form (5.1) are actually only quasi- 
linear, since the second derivatives enter in a linear way. 
Typical examples are: 
I. The equation of a potential gas flow [l], 
(P%>x + b’larh = 0 (5.3) 
or 
(c” - z&2) u,, - 2u,u,u,, + (3 - u,‘) u,, = 0, 
where 
c2 = 1 - q 11 vu 11s > 0, y > 1 is constant, p = c2/v-1, 
the equation being of elliptic type only if the flow is subsonic, i.e., 
II vu II2 < -& * 
Note that (5.3) is simply the equation obtained by eliminating the function v 
(stream function) from the first order system 
P% = vy , puy = - %.I= . 
II. The equation of minimal surfaces [2], 
b45 + &Jz, = 09 (5.4) 
or 
(1 + %Y %I! - 2%Uy%!r + (1 + %“> uary = 0, 
where 
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Guided by the fact that in both (5.3), (5.4) the function p has the properties 
P ~0, and pllvull is non-decreasing in (1 Vu 11 , we are led to consider the 
boundary problem (5.1), (5.2) under these assumptions and in addition we 
require that (5.1) be quasi-linear and of elliptic type. It is immediately evident 
now that the results of Sec. 3 hold for the boundary problem (5.1), (5.2). 
Moreover, we have the following: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let G(v, s) be a continuous function, v  = mu + nv, 
(m > 0, n constants), non-increasing in I, with no “$’ zero. If  [ul , v,], [uZ , v2] 
are two solutions of the boundary problem (5.1), (5.2) where p > 0 is a given 
function of x, y, 11 Vu I/ such that p )I Vu )( is non-decreasing in (I Vu /I , then ul - u2 
is a constant. 
Setting fi=fi=l, 7=9)1-q+, 9)1=mu,+nv,, 9)2=mun+nv,, 
A, = p1 , A, = pz in (2.1) we obtain the identity 
=m 
s h II Vu, II* + ~2 II Vu2 II2 - (~1 + ~2) Vu, - %I a. 
From the hypothesis on the boundary conditions the boundary integral is 
non-positive. In addition, by Schwarz’s inequality, the monotonicity of 
p II Vu 11 and the non-negativeness of p we have that 
Pill vu1 II2 + Pzll vu2 II2 - (PI + P2) vu, . vu2 
2 PI II vu, II2 + P2 II vu, II2 - (PI + P2) II vu, II II vu2 II 
= (Pl II % II - Pe II vu, II> (II r’zl, II - II vu2 II) 3 0. 
Thus the area integral is non-negative and hence both integrals must be zero. 
This can only happen if 
II vu, II = II vu2 II 3 vu, . cu2 = IIVu,II II vu2 II > 
from which it easily follows that Vu, = Vu, as claimed. 
The proof of this theorem follows closely the proof employed by Levin [8], 
who proved the above result for the minimal surfaces equation under the 
boundary condition (5.2) with m = 1, n = 0. By referring to Levin’s paper 
it is now evident what modifications are needed in order to generalize his 
results to the more general problem (5.1), (5.2), but these matters will not be 
pressed any further. 
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6. A COMPARISON THEOREM 
It is of interest to compare solutions of two different but somewhat related 
boundary problems. As a preliminary example in this direction we will 
consider two boundary problems, where the boundary conditions are inde- 
pendent of w. Specifically, consider the problems 
4~ = (au,), + (W, + (buy), + &J, + g(x, Y, 4 24 = 0 in 8 
; +f(u, s) u = 0 
(6.1) 
on as, 
e2w = (Aw& + (Bw,), + (%), + (Cq,), + G(x, y, 4 w = 0 in S, 
$+F(w,s)w=O on as. 
Here the coefficients in (6.1) and (6.2) depend upon (x, y, U) and (x, y, w) 
respectively, and both satisfy the ellipticity condition. Moreover au/& and 
aw/ao are the respective conormal derivatives of u and w with respect to 
their corresponding operators. 
The basis of our result is the following formal integral identity which is a 
slight modification of the identity (4.4): 
s ( x wa”-u aw as av a,) ds 
s [(a - 4 u2 + 2(b - B) u~Ei(y+(~--)uy~+(G-gg)u~]dS (6.3) s 
+ 1, W2(h2 + ~~&4l + c&y, 
where X = u/w and u and w are solutions of (6.1) and (6.2) respectively. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let f (u, s) and F(w, s) be given continuous functions on &S. 
If w is a solution of the boundary problem (6.2) which does not vanish identically 
on any open subset of S, then every solution u of the boundary problem (6.1) must 
be a constant multiple of w proerided 
(i) h = u/w is continuous in S and continuously differentiable in S + X5’, 
(ii) JS I@ - A) uz2 + 2(b - B) u,u, + (c - C) u,” + (G - g)u2] dS > 0) 
(iii) F(w, S) <f (u, S) on as. 
The proof follows immediately from the identity (6.3) and is therefore 
omitted. 
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COROLLARY 6.1. Under the same hypothesis as above, except that condition 
(ii) is replaced by G > g and the matrix 
( a-A b-B 1 b-B c-C’ 
is positive semi-dejnite in R, the same conclusion holds. 
It should be clear that similar results can be obtained for equations con- 
taining the operators in Sec. 5. 
As a final observation, we note that the functions IL and w of the above 
theorem must have the same zeros provided u is not identically zero. It is 
therefore suggestive that the identity (6.3) might be used to obtain comparison 
theorems of Sturm-type for elliptic equations. This observation will be 
exploited in more detail in a subsequent paper. 
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